
Enraptured Minds:  
Strategic Gaming of Cognitive Mindhacks



About us



Problem statement



?



Fragmentary or even #HashTagThinking



Theoretical background



?

With a lack of 
information, we 
unwillingly find that  
others expect from us 
according to the intros 
and directives we have.

http://ecclesiastes911.net/suggestion/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fuIXiXqv978



Things that worked 
well ...



Time Law



?

25 years - the 
average 
frequency of 
generation 
changes

The speed of 
technologies 
changes before 
and now



The story depends on your geo-location, the facts do not matter anymore!



Both WHITE!!?? – Yes!

http://ecclesiastes911.net/suggestion/



BandWagon Effect

As more people come to believe in something, others 
also "hop on the bandwagon" regardless of the 
underlying evidence.



Polls says yes, and you see NO re-ellections. Why

The spiral of silence theory is a political science and mass communication 
theory proposed by the German political scientist Elisabeth Noelle-
Neumann, which stipulates that individuals have a fear of isolation, 
which results from the idea that a social group or the society in general 
might isolate, neglect, or exclude members due to the members' 
opinions. This fear of isolation consequently leads to remaining silent 
instead of voicing opinions. Media is an important factor that relates to both 
the dominant idea and people's perception of the dominant idea. 



The current process of “FN” 
is mostly about applying  old 
theories to modern means of 

communication



Expected outcomes  for manipulations

Multiply versions of a 
lie (Ложь) for 

everyone else, which 
complies with current 

agenda

Truth, only 
known  

to choosen 
people



Fake news is just a top of the Iceberg

Positive/Neutral vs Negative 
comments for two 
candidates during the 
elections 2015 
@QuestionMore TV channel 

https://www.pdf-archive.com/2016/04/02/30408-1/30408.pdf



Availability of tailored 
Services on the Market



Role of Social Networks and mass media  
in decision making process

•People background checks 
•Online shopping 
•It’s all about accepting others opinion as your own 
•The same for Political decisions 
•Investments









What “customers” can do on YouTube



What we expect from   
Normal Accounts vs Bots?

•(1-Norm) ~= Anomaly 
•Now it doesn’t works, there is no such line, it’s kind of fuzzy 
logic



Bots is a buzzword  
but what about real people?



change.org counts?



Properly counting votes in online voting is 
harder than it seems.



Tweets for sale







Click Farm







Erase Bad stories from the Web



Need your own Breaking news?
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Case Studies



Fake News VS stock price in China





Exploring twitter-space with graphs



Facebook will be blocked in RU 2013

Federal antimonopoly service threaten to block 
Facebook, due to Adv of Smoking Blends, 



Earning on the collapse of  
shares - step-by-step guide



Facebook 2013?
The story 
From 2013...



Russian DoD on the Facebook fights



US DoD, Hurricane and Window



Detection approaches



Detecting bot communities  
by account parameters

•Account lifetime 
•Avatars 
•Comments  
•Following 
•Followers 
•Isolated communities 
•Account lifecycle 
•Timing evaluation (race conditions) real staff starts slowly 
•Groups of users cluster into individual group and only talk to each other

Also - generative user names oddness in profile data



Detecting bot communities  
by information distribution behavior

•Posting speed 
•Active hours (how many of you work 24/7) 
•Simultaneous activity on promoting topics 
•(timing evaluation (race conditions) real staff starts slowly) 
•Triggering points (how bots following botmaster) 
•Spotting botmaster 
•Communities



Detecting bot users

•Groups of users sharing the same content in random order 
•Groups of users share similar properties in profile (or images) 
•Timing evaluation (race conditions) real staff starts slowly 
•Groups of users cluster into individual group and only talk to 
each other



Community Detection: Easy



Donald Trump vs Covfefe



Trump Bot Followers



Exploring Twitter-Space with Graphs

• Slice (by keywords, and hour of 
event) 

• Convert to Graph (GML) 
• Sub-slices based on condition (i.e. 

retweeting/quoting users from 
2017 only) 

• Identify isolated communities 
• Validate retweet/quote only-

accounts as bots



Why 24 hours before is important?

"The last minute swing" effect  
Noelle-Neumann first began studying this spiral of silence in the 1960s to help 
understand an extreme shift of public sentiment in a 1965 German election (Noelle- 
Newman, 1993). She noted a “last minute swing” in a neck-and-neck election that 
seemed to shift almost overnight as public opinion polls began to reveal a slight 
majority opinion. Noelle-Neumann likens the last minute swing phenomenon in 
political elections as “running with the pack” or a “go-along” mentality. What drives 
that mentality, Noelle-Neumann explains, is fear of isolation. “The fear of isolation 
seems to be the force that sets the spiral of silence in motion” 

https://mospace.umsystem.edu/xmlui/bitstream/handle/10355/46589/
research.pdf?sequence=1

http://null


#MacronLeaks study
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Election tweets



So was the  
#MacronLeaks a bot  

fueled storm?







Some communities never talk to others
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And some Guru and the 
 followers structure
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Bots
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Smart bots
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Bot-assisted promotions
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Bot assisted promotions
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Manchester
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The first hour of Manchester
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NFL and take a Kneee ;-)
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bots .. bots everywhere :)
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Catalunya





Not a Russian Bot



•https://www.virusbulletin.com/conference/vb2014/abstracts/
depth-analysis-abuse-twitter/ 
•https://www.trendmicro.de/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-
intelligence/white-papers/wp-an-in-depth-analysis-of-abuse-
on-twitter.pdf 
•https://documents.trendmicro.com/assets/white_papers/wp-
fake-news-machine-how-propagandists-abuse-the-internet.pdf

Related research within Trend Micro

https://www.virusbulletin.com/conference/vb2014/abstracts/depth-analysis-abuse-twitter/
https://www.trendmicro.de/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/white-papers/wp-an-in-depth-analysis-of-abuse-on-twitter.pdf
https://documents.trendmicro.com/assets/white_papers/wp-fake-news-machine-how-propagandists-abuse-the-internet.pdf


Conclusion



Q&A


